Humble request to all the Tax Practitioner Associations

To mvkmooorthy59 <mvkmooorthy59@gmail.com> • ajitpranade <ajitpranade@gmail.com> • raoshimoga <raoshimoga@gmail.com> • sumalkani <sumalkani@gmail.com> • rmssubbu <rmssubbu@rediffmail.com> • advmilindbhone <advmilindbhone@gmail.com> • advarora <advarora@yahoo.co.in> • hariharvedha <hariharvedha@yahoo.co.in> • taxprakash <taxprakash@gmail.com> • muthukumaraswamy <muthukumaraswamy@yahoo.com> • kstpakar <kstpakar@gmail.com> • aiftp <aiftp@vsnl.com> • president <president@stpam.org> • stpam2 <stpam2@gmail.com> • office <office@ctconline.org> • thewmtpa <thewmtpa@gmail.com> • tcasangli <tcasangli@gmail.com> • shahdeelip26 <shahdeelip26@gmail.com> • sudheerkumar29 <sudheerkumar29@gmail.com> • president <president@agftc.in> • president.rtc <president.rtc@gmail.com> • president <president@rtcs.in> • amremesh <amremesh@gmail.com> • tpaindore1 <tpaindore1@gmail.com> • info <info@stbanagpur.org> • secretary <secretory@tpaaurangabad.com> • vp_kulkarnii <vp_kulkarnii@rediffmail.com> • admin <admin@jawedali.in> • marutijagtap <marutijagtap@gmail.com> • tpatirupur <tpatirupur@gmail.com> • jctbaranchi <jctbaranchi@gmail.com> • jctba <jctba@jctba.com> • subratadasgupta88 <subratadasgupta88@yahoo.in> • manojkumar_advocate <manojkumar_advocate@rediffmail.com> • stba_salestaxbar <stba_salestaxbar@salestaxbar.com> • dtpa <dtpa@indiatime.com> • idtpacg <idtpacg@gmail.com> • tpaindoremp <tpaindoremp@yahoo.co.in> • guru_gs321 <guru_gs321@yahoo.co.in>

Dear Sir,

Enclosed here with is our stand for tax practitioners, how we are committed for the development of the profession!

Please support us by way of becoming our Institutional members, we do not intend to create any conflict of interest amongst professionals..

We have a noble vision of skilling unorganized sector of tax practitioners and we hope for your cooperation and support..

Awaiting your reply for immediate action...please inform all tax practitioners concerned

Thanks & Regards,
M M Tahasilidar, (AFA/MIPA, CPA(UK), FCPA, MIIA)
President
The Institute of Certified Public Accountants

http://www.icpaindia.org/

Registered office:
4582 A, Sangli Ves, Guruwar Peth, Miraj Dist Sangli -416410-Maharashtra -India

Society Registration No: MAH/252/2015 (Maharashtra-India)

(For any queries write to secretary@icpaindia.org )
or
(call us +91 8213912283)

IMPORTANT NOTICE

This communication and any attachments, and the information contained in these, are to be considered as
confidential and may also be privileged.
It is for the exclusive and authorised use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s)
please note that any form of distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in it is
strictly prohibited and may be unlawful (i.e. if the explicit prior permission of the sender has not been
given).
The ICPA does not supply legal, investment, professional, or career advice. If you consult the Institute,
whether by email, Telephone or in writing, the information and comments if any made by our staff are given
in good faith and for the purpose of general guidance only. The ICPA will take all reasonable care in dealing
with individual queries but can only respond on the basis of the information provided to it. No responsibility
or liability whatsoever is accepted for any error, omission or mis-statement (whether or not arising out of
negligence) or for any loss or damage sustained as a result of reliance on information supplied or
comments made. Accordingly, any primary sources referred to by staff should always be carefully checked
before any action is taken. Mention of any organisation or product by our staff or in our publications does
not convey or imply any endorsement, guarantee or warranty of the organisation or product by the ICPA.

http://www.icpaindia.org/
- CPA1.jpg (229 KB)
- Trp- Copy.pdf (315 KB)
- ICMAI.pdf (436 KB)
Tax Practitioners can become Certified Public Accountants directly..

To vijayanacharistp@gmail.com • prakashvalsalyam@gmail.com • hariharvedha@yahoo.co.in • akhilmn@rediffmail.com • anilvellara@gmail.com • mohanank08@bsnl.in • gracy199@gmail.com • lekshman_pin@yahoo.com • rajeshbl.tax@gmail.com • ramanamadathil@yahoo.com • ambareeshstp@gmail.com • mathewjoseph2006@gmail.com • psjoss@gmail.com • ramakrishnanpotty@yahoo.co.in • nkoomala@gmail.com • shajikodanad@gmail.com • nkindeevaram@gmail.com • pradeepan@hotmail.com • manirathanco@yahoo.co.in • ananthavinash@rediffmail.com • vidyas_shaji@yahoo.com • sinirajevv@yahoo.com • fazal.taxes@gmail.com • tk.jacob@yahoo.in • ajikumarps@gmail.com • venugopalstp@gmail.com • vijayakumarassociates@gmail.com • taxjoy@gmail.com • muralidhar.tax@gmail.com • deenassocoiatescky@gmail.com • sreejaasscoiates24@gmail.com • arumughan007@gmail.com • taxramesh@gmail.com • skumarlakayil@gmail.com • jayakrishnanperot@hotmail.com • dpcommunication@yahoo.com • narayananmtdy@yahoo.com • kmohamedrafeeque@gmail.com

Copy theicpaimdia@gmail.com

Dear Tax Practitioners,

We are Professional Accountants organisation.

We offer direct CPA Membership to Qualified Tax Practitioners as Certified Public Accountants. our institute works all over India and is committed to protect Accountants & Tax Practitioners rights ...to see our stand on tax practitioners click on the following link...

http://eepurl.com/bMBSkH

We offer range of professional opportunities to Tax Practitioners to become a globally recognized professional accountants.

We therefore request you to join The ICPA.. click below

- To Check Membership Eligibility
- To Know the Membership Benefits
- To Know the Fees Structures
- To Apply for Membership

please visit www.icpaimdia.org or if you have any queries please contact-secretary@icpaimdia.org or call us at +918213912283

Thanks & Regards,

Mohasin Tahasildar

Founder President

The Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Direct Line:
IVR Line: +918213912283
Email: Secretary@icpaindia.org  Website: www.icpaindia.org
Registered office:
4582 A, Sangli Ves, Guruwar Peth, Miraj Dist Sangli -416410
Maharashtra State-India
Society Registration No: MAH/252/2015 (Maharashtra-India)

IMPORTANT NOTICE
This communication and any attachments, and the information contained in these, are to be considered as confidential and may also be privileged.
It is for the exclusive and authorised use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s) please note that any form of distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in it is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful (i.e. if the explicit prior permission of the sender has not been given).
The ICPA does not supply legal, investment, professional, or career advice. If you consult the Institute, whether by email, Telephone or in writing, the information and comments if any made by our staff are given in good faith and for the purpose of general guidance only. The ICPA will take all reasonable care in dealing with individual queries but can only respond on the basis of the information provided to it. No responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted for any error, omission or mis-statement (whether or not arising out of negligence) or for any loss or damage sustained as a result of reliance on information supplied or comments made.
Accordingly, any primary sources referred to by staff should always be carefully checked before any action is taken. Mention of any organisation or product by our staff or in our publications does not convey or imply any endorsement, guarantee or warranty of the organisation or product by the ICPA.
Dear Sir,

We are glad to inform you our Affiliation with our Educational Partner "ICA" A National Vocational Educational Institute in partnership with NSDC (National Skill Development Agency of Govt of India)...

Our Certification & Training course will thus be delivered through our partner institute and same will now be government recognized professional vocational course...official announcement including details of syllabus, examination & fees will soon be made..

Further we have also expressed our interest for getting membership of International Federation of Accountants (A global licensing body of Accountancy organisation), and they have accepted our interest and are processing our membership.. we are in touch with officials...this process is long and requires a lot of documentation...we are obliged to comply for the same...to note a few

- We need a national organisation
- We need it a proper regulatory and supervisory mechanism
- Our Members need to be Educated and Experienced, they must behave professionally etc..etc

We are in talks for forming Global CPA Alliance with CPA Russia, UK, Australia, Ireland, Srilanka, Pakistan, Bangladesh and UAE.. Many more countries will follow soon.. but still it is under preliminary stage..all these foreign institutes have their own domestic commitments and priorities .. MoU’s with them will be much easier after getting IFAC affiliations..

hence to achieve above objectives we appeal eminent Income Tax & Sales Tax Practitioners to join us...

We immediately need to fill in vacancies in our Central and State Councils...

Attaching herewith a Membership Application form in Manual Form..for those having difficulty in uploading & paying it online..please fill send back scanned copy to our email address... along with a cheque/DD of fees..

For those who wish to fill in Online Application form..click on following link..

http://www.icpindia.org/#!apply-for-membership/c1gtr

Please Contact us if you face any difficulty!

Looking forward to see you as CPA Members of our society!

Thanks & Regards,

Mohasin Tahasildar

Founder President

The Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Direct Line : +919545331199
IVR Line: +918213912283
Email : Secretary@icpaindia.org  Website : www.icpaindia.org
Registered office:
4582 A, Sangli Ves, Guruwar Peth, Miraj Dist Sangli -416410
Maharashtra State-India
Society Registration No: MAH/252/2015 (Maharashtra-India)

IMPORTANT NOTICE

This communication and any attachments, and the information contained in these, are to be considered as confidential and may also be privileged.
It is for the exclusive and authorised use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s) please note that any form of distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in it is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful (i.e. if the explicit prior permission of the sender has not been given).
The ICPA does not supply legal, investment, professional, or career advice. If you consult the Institute, whether by email, Telephone or in writing, the information and comments if any made by our staff are given in good faith and for the purpose of general guidance only. The ICPA will take all reasonable care in dealing with individual queries but can only respond on the basis of the information provided to it. No responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted for any error, omission or mis-statement (whether or not arising out of negligence) or for any loss or damage sustained as a result of reliance on information supplied or comments made.
Accordingly, any primary sources referred to by staff should always be carefully checked before any action is taken. Mention of any organisation or product by our staff or in our publications does not convey or imply any endorsement, guarantee or warranty of the organisation or product by the ICPA.

- CPA1.jpg (229 KB)
- Membership Application.docx (1 MB)
CPA Membership Application Form

To vijaysachiv <vijaysachiv@gmail.com> • dkbapat2002 <dkbapat2002@yahoo.co.in> •
lullakishor <lullakishor@gmail.com> • sbboob <sbboob@gmail.com> •
adv.amolmane <adv.amolmane@gmail.com>

Dear Sir,

We are glad to inform you our Affiliation with our Educational Partner "ICA" A National Vocational
Educational Institute in partnership with NSDC ( National Skill Development Agency of Govt of India)...

Our Certification & Training course will thus be delivered through our partner institute and same will now be
government recognized professional vocational course...official announcement including details of syllabus,
examination & fees will soon be made..

Further we have also expressed our interest for getting membership of International Federation of
Accountants ( A global licensing body of Accountancy organisation), and they have accepted our interest
and are processing our membership.. we are in touch with officials…this process is long and requires a lot
of documentation..we are obliged to comply for the same..to note a few

- We need a national organisation
- We need it a proper regulatory and supervisory mechanism
- Our Members need to be Educated and Experienced, they must behave professionally etc..etc

We are in talks for forming Global CPA Alliance with CPA Russia,UK,Australia,Ireland,Srilanka,Pakistan,
Bangladesh and UAE..Many more countries will follow soon.. but still it is under preliminary stage..all these
foreign institutes have their own domestic commitments and priorities ..MoU’s with them will be much
easier after getting IFAC affiliations..

hence to achieve above objectives we appeal eminent Income Tax & Sales Tax Practitioners to join
us...

We immediately need to fill in vacancies in our Central and State Councils...

Attaching herewith a Membership Application form in Manual Form..for those having difficulty in
uploading & paying it online..please fill send back scanned copy to our email address... along with
a cheque/DD of fees..

For those who wish to fill in Online Application form..click on following link..
http://www.icpaindia.org/#!apply-for-membership/c1gtr

Please Contact us if you face any difficulty !

Looking forward to see you as CPA Members of our society !

Thanks & Regards,

Mohasin Tahasildar
Founder President

The Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Direct Line: +919545331199 or +919890412288
IVR Line: +918213912283
Email: Secretary@icpaindia.org  Website: www.icpaindia.org
Registered office:
4582 A, Sangli Ves, Guruwar Peth, Miraj Dist Sangli -416410
Maharashtra State-India
Society Registration No: MAH/252/2015 (Maharashtra-India)

IMPORTANT NOTICE
This communication and any attachments, and the information contained in these, are to be considered as confidential and may also be privileged.
It is for the exclusive and authorised use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s) please note that any form of distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in it is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful (i.e. if the explicit prior permission of the sender has not been given).
The ICPA does not supply legal, investment, professional, or career advice. If you consult the Institute, whether by email, Telephone or in writing, the information and comments if any made by our staff are given in good faith and for the purpose of general guidance only. The ICPA will take all reasonable care in dealing with individual queries but can only respond on the basis of the information provided to it. No responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted for any error, omission or mis-statement (whether or not arising out of negligence) or for any loss or damage sustained as a result of reliance on information supplied or comments made.
Accordingly, any primary sources referred to by staff should always be carefully checked before any action is taken. Mention of any organisation or product by our staff or in our publications does not convey or imply any endorsement, guarantee or warranty of the organisation or product by the ICPA.

- CPA1.jpg (229 KB)
- Membership Application.docx (1 MB)
CPA Membership Application Form

To vp_kulkamii <vp_kulkamii@rediffmail.com> • dtpa <dtpa@indiatime.com> • subratadasgupta88 <subratadasgupta88@yahoo.in> • idtpacg <idtpacg@gmail.com> • tcasangli <tcasangli@gmail.com> • jctbaranchi <jctbaranchi@gmail.com> • president <president@agftc.in> • advmiliondbhonde <advmiliondbhonde@gmail.com> • stba_saletaxbar <stba_saletaxbar@salestaxbar.com> • tpatirupur <tpatirupur@gmail.com> • tpaindore1 <tpaindore1@gmail.com> • manojkumar_advocate <manojkumar_advocate@rediffmail.com> • jctba <jctba@jctba.com> • marutijagtap <marutijagtap@gmail.com> • amremesh <amremesh@gmail.com> • president.rtcs <president.rtcs@gmail.com> • hariharvedha <hariharvedha@yahoo.co.in> • president <president@rtcs.in> • office <office@ctconline.org> • tpaindoremp <tpaindoremp@yahoo.co.in> • secretary <secretary@tpaaurangabad.com> • raoshimoga <raoshimoga@gmail.com> • info <info@stbanagpur.org> • aiftp <aiftp@vsnl.com> • admin <admin@jawedali.in> • shahdeelip26 <shahdeelip26@gmail.com> • stpam2 <stpam2@gmail.com> • sumalkani <sumalkani@gmail.com> • mvkmoorthy59 <mvkmoorthy59@gmail.com> • kstpakan <kstpakan@gmail.com> • mssubbu <mssubbu@rediffmail.com> • president <president@stpam.org> • advarora <advarora@yahoo.co.in> • sudheerkumar29 <sudheerkumar29@gmail.com> • thewmtpa <thewmtpa@gmail.com> • ajitpranade <ajitpranade@gmail.com> • letzgst@gmail.com • gs.kpta2015@gmail.com • tvsrao_stp@yahoo.co.in • avskrishnamohan@yahoo.com • muthukumarasamys@yahoo.com • 999jaiganesh@gmail.com • snprasadandco@gmail.com • sharma.auditor@gmail.com • appaiahbhats@gmail.com • bhattad.dm@gmail.com • auditanand76@gmail.com • satweek22@gmail.com • eerventures@gmail.com • rsvacademy@gmail.com

Dear Sir,

We are glad to inform you our Affiliation with our Educational Partner "ICA" A National Vocational Educational Institute in partnership with NSDC (National Skill Development Agency of Govt of India)...

Our Certification & Training course will thus be delivered through our partner institute and same will now be government recognized professional vocational course...official announcement including details of syllabus, examination & fees will soon be made..

Further we have also expressed our interest for getting membership of International Federation of Accountants (A global licensing body of Accountancy organisation), and they have accepted our interest and are processing our membership.. we are in touch with officials...this process is long and requires a lot of documentation...we are obliged to comply for the same..to note a few

- We need a national organisation
- We need it a proper regulatory and supervisory mechanism
- Our Members need to be Educated and Experienced, they must behave professionally etc..etc

We are in talks for forming Global CPA Alliance with CPA Russia, UK, Australia, Ireland, Srilanka, Pakistan, Bangladesh and UAE.. Many more countries will follow soon.. but still it is under preliminary stage...all these foreign institutes have their own domestic commitments and priorities ..MoU's with them will be much easier after getting IFAC affiliations..

hence to achieve above objectives we appeal eminent Income Tax & Sales Tax Practitioners to join us...
We immediately need to fill in vacancies in our Central and State Councils...

Attaching herewith a Membership Application form in Manual Form..for those having difficulty in uploading & paying it online..please fill send back scanned copy to our email address... along with a cheque/DD of fees..

For those who wish to fill in Online Application form..click on following link..
http://www.icpaindia.org/#!apply-for-membership/c1qtr

Please Contact us if you face any difficulty!

Looking forward to see you as CPA Members of our society!

Thanks & Regards,
Mohasin Tahasildar
Founder President
The Institute of Certified Public Accountants

Direct Line : +919545331199
IVR Line: +918213912283
Email : Secretary@icpaindia.org Website : www.icpaindia.org
Registered office:
4582 A, Sangli Ves, Guruwar Peth, Miraj Dist Sangli -416410
Maharashtra State-India
Society Registration No: MAH/252/2015 (Maharashtra-India)

IMPORTANT NOTICE
This communication and any attachments, and the information contained in these, are to be considered as confidential and may also be privileged.
It is for the exclusive and authorised use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s) please note that any form of distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in it is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful (i.e. if the explicit prior permission of the sender has not been given).
The ICPA does not supply legal, investment, professional, or career advice. If you consult the Institute, whether by email, Telephone or in writing, the information and comments if any made by our staff are given in good faith and for the purpose of general guidance only. The ICPA will take all reasonable care in dealing with individual queries but can only respond on the basis of the information provided to it. No responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted for any error, omission or mis-statement (whether or not arising out of negligence) or for any loss or damage sustained as a result of reliance on information supplied or comments made. Accordingly, any primary sources referred to by staff should always be carefully checked before any action is taken. Mention of any organisation or product by our staff or in our publications does not convey or imply any endorsement, guarantee or warranty of the organisation or product by the ICPA.
Respected Sirs,

We hereby invite you and your prestigious association to our society of Certified Public Accountants ...

do visit our site... www.icaindia.org , also request you to please read attached invitation from president.

We believe we have common objectives and goals of strengthening tax practitioners ...

Hope to see you and your organization become our society members..

Thanks & Regards

Secretary,
The Institute of Certified Public Accountants

- Invitation Tax Practitioners Associations.pdf (870 KB)
ICPA-AGFTC MoU

To samijani@yahoo.co.in

Dear Sir,

As per our telephonic conversation attaching herewith a detailed Information of our Society & joint development program for the benefit of ITP/STP fraternity.

We are looking forward for long term cooperation and support from AGFTP. These are draft terms from our side, if you have any corrections please feel free to suggest.

Hopeful to take this MoU forward, awaiting your reply.

Regards,

Mohasin Tahasildar
Founder President

The Institute of Certified Public Accountants

Direct Line: +919545331199 or +919890412288
IVR Line: +918213931336
Email: Secretary@icpaindia.org  Website: www.icpaindia.org
Registered office:
4582 A, Sangli Ves, Guruwar Peth, Miraj Dist Sangli -416410
Maharashtra State-India

Society Registration No: MAH/252/2015 (Maharashtra-India)

IMPORTANT NOTICE

This communication and any attachments, and the information contained in these, are to be considered as confidential and may also be privileged.

It is for the exclusive and authorised use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s) please note that any form of distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in it is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful (i.e. if the explicit prior permission of the sender has not been given).

The ICPA does not supply legal, investment, professional, or career advice. If you consult the Institute, whether by email, Telephone or in writing, the information and comments if any made by our staff are given in good faith and for the purpose of general guidance only. The ICPA will take all reasonable care in dealing with individual queries but can only respond on the basis of the information provided to it. No responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted for any error, omission or mis-statement (whether or not arising out of negligence) or for any loss or damage sustained as a result of reliance on information supplied or comments made.

Accordingly, any primary sources referred to by staff should always be carefully checked before any action is taken. Mention of any organisation or product by our staff or in our publications does not convey or imply any endorsement, guarantee or warranty of the organisation or product by the ICPA.
ICPA-KTPA MoU

To vijayanacharistp@gmail.com • hariharvedha@yahoo.co.in

Dear Sir,

In furtherance to our telephonic conversation we request for KTPA affiliation and joint development program for development of ITP/STP Fraternity. Attaching herewith a MoU for your consideration these are draft terms from our side and wish to discuss it further, looking forward for long healthy cooperation from KTPA. Awaiting your reply

Regards,

Mohasin Tahasildar
Founder President

The Institute of Certified Public Accountants

Direct Line: +919545331199 or +919890412288
IVR Line: +918213912283
Email: Secretary@icpaindia.org Website: www.icpaindia.org
Registered office:
4582 A, Sangli Ves, Guruwar Peth, Miraj Dist Sangli -416410
Maharashtra State-India
Society Registration No: MAH/252/2015 (Maharashtra-India)

IMPORTANT NOTICE

This communication and any attachments, and the information contained in these, are to be considered as confidential and may also be privileged.

It is for the exclusive and authorised use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s) please note that any form of distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in it is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful (i.e. if the explicit prior permission of the sender has not been given).

The ICPA does not supply legal, investment, professional, or career advice. If you consult the Institute, whether by email, Telephone or in writing, the information and comments if any made by our staff are given in good faith and for the purpose of general guidance only. The ICPA will take all reasonable care in dealing with individual queries but can only respond on the basis of the information provided to it. No responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted for any error, omission or mis-statement (whether or not arising out of negligence) or for any loss or damage sustained as a result of reliance on information supplied or comments made. Accordingly, any primary sources referred to by staff should always be carefully checked before any action is taken. Mention of any organisation or product by our staff or in our publications does not convey or imply any endorsement, guarantee or warranty of the organisation or product by the ICPA.
- Ann-I-C-Bye Laws of ICPA.pdf (191 KB)
- Ann-I-B-Constitution of ICPA.pdf (60 KB)
- Terms of Affiliation Agreement.docx (41 KB)
- ICPA Background & Proposal .pdf (316 KB)
- Ann I-A-Cert of Reg.pdf (800 KB)
- Ann II-CPA Syllabus Dev.pdf (125 KB)
- Ann II-ICA Proposal for ICPA.pdf (1 MB)
ICPA-WMTPA MOU

To vcaherkar@gmail.com

Dear Sir,

As per our telephonic conversation attaching herewith a detailed joint development program for the benefit of ITP/STP fraternity.

We are looking forward for long term cooperation and support from WMTPA, these are draft terms from our side, if you have any corrections please feel free to suggest

Hopeful to take this MoU forward, awaiting your reply.

Regards,

Mohasin Tahasildar
Founder President
The Institute of Certified Public Accountants

Direct Line : +919545331199 or +919890412288
IVR Line:+918213931336
Email : Secretary@icpaindia.org Website : www.icpaindia.org
Registered office:
4582 A, Sangli Ves, Guruwar Peth, Miraj Dist Sangli -416410
Maharashtra State-India
Society Registration No: MAH/252/2015 (Maharashtra-India)

IMPORTANT NOTICE

This communication and any attachments, and the information contained in these, are to be considered as confidential and may also be privileged.

It is for the exclusive and authorised use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s) please note that any form of distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in it is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful (i.e. if the explicit prior permission of the sender has not been given).

The ICPA does not supply legal, investment, professional, or career advice. If you consult the Institute, whether by email, Telephone or in writing, the information and comments if any made by our staff are given in good faith and for the purpose of general guidance only. The ICPA will take all reasonable care in dealing with individual queries but can only respond on the basis of the information provided to it. No responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted for any error, omission or mis-statement (whether or not arising out of negligence) or for any loss or damage sustained as a result of reliance on information supplied or comments made.

Accordingly, any primary sources referred to by staff should always be carefully checked before any action is taken. Mention of any organisation or product by our staff or in our publications does not convey or imply any endorsement, guarantee or warranty of the organisation or product by the ICPA.
KSTPA-ICPA MoU

To tmkprakash@yahoo.co.in • kstpakar@gmail.com Copy guru_gs321@yahoo.co.in

Dear Sir,

In furtherance of our telephonic conversation, attaching herewith details of our society, our CPA Training program and our proposed MoU with KSTPA

Further we would like to note that we have a noble cause of transformation of ITP/STP’s to Professional Accountants, at the same time we are on pan india basis striving for protection of Tax Practitioners in the coming GST and DTC, we have global vision and we cannot go any further without express permission from KSTPA

We request honourable president and secretary of KSTBA to consider our affiliation program and avail us opportunity of being heard before you take any decision in this regards. these are draft terms of cooperation from our side.

Looking forward for long term cooperation and healthy relationship with KSTPA. Awaiting your reply

Regards,

Mohasin Tahasildar
Founder President

The Institute of Certified Public Accountants

Direct Line : +919545331199 or +919890412288
IVR Line: +918213912283
Email : Secretary@icpaindia.org Website : www.icpaindia.org
Registered office:
4582 A, Sangli Ves, Guruwar Peth, Miraj Dist Sangli -416410
Maharashtra State-India
Society Registration No: MAH/252/2015 (Maharashtra-India)

IMPORTANT NOTICE

This communication and any attachments, and the information contained in these, are to be considered as confidential and may also be privileged.
It is for the exclusive and authorised use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s) please note that any form of distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in it is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful (i.e. if the explicit prior permission of the sender has not been given).
The ICPA does not supply legal, investment, professional, or career advice. If you consult the Institute, whether by email, Telephone or in writing, the information and comments if any made by our staff are given in good faith and for the purpose of general guidance only. The ICPA will take all reasonable care in dealing with individual queries but can only respond on the basis of the information
provided to it. No responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted for any error, omission or mis-statement (whether or not arising 
out of negligence) or for any loss or damage sustained as a result of reliance on information supplied or comments made. 
Accordingly, any primary sources referred to by staff should always be carefully checked before any action is taken. Mention of any 
organisation or product by our staff or in our publications does not convey or imply any endorsement, guarantee or warranty of the 
organisation or product by the ICPA.

- CPA1.jpg (229 KB)
- Ann-I-C-Bye Laws of ICPA.pdf (191 KB)
- Ann-I-B- Constitution of ICPA.pdf (60 KB)
- Terms of Affiliation Agreement.docx (41 KB)
- ICPA Background & Proposal .pdf (316 KB)
- Ann I-A-Cert of Reg.pdf (800 KB)
- Ann II-CPA Syllabus Dev.pdf (125 KB)
- Ann II-ICA Proposal for ICPA.pdf (1 MB)
Respected Sirs,

We hereby invite you and your prestigious association to our society of Certified Public Accountants ...

do visit our site... www.icpaindia.org , also request you to please read attached invitation from president.

We believe we have common objectives and goals of strengthening tax practitioners ...

Hope to see you and your organization become our society members..

Thanks & Regards

Secretary,

The Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Invitation from The Institute of Certified Public Accountants

To president <president@ctconline.org> • vp <vp@ctconline.org>

Respected Sirs,

We hereby invite you and your prestigious association to our society of Certified Public Accountants ...

do visit our site...
www.icpaindia.org
, also request you to please read attached invitation from president.

We believe we have common objectives and goals of strengthening tax practitioners ...

Hope to see you and your organization become our society members..
Thanks & Regards

Secretary,

The Institute of Certified Public Accountants

- Invitation Tax Practitioners Associations.pdf (870 KB)
Invitation to become Member of Managing Committee & Our CPA directly without any exam in India !!!

To 999jaiganesh <999jaiganesh@gmail.com> • abhishekajmera <abhishekajmera@hotmail.com> •
achintya_bhattcharjee <achintya_bhattcharjee@hotmail.com> •
adityabubna <adityabubna@rediffmail.com> • advdn <advdn@gmail.com> •
advnajmal <advnajmal@gmail.com> • advocaterkha <advocaterkha@hotmail.com> •
adavdik <adavdik@gmail.com> • advsijain <advsijain@gmail.com> •
ajangid399 <ajangid399@gmail.com> • ajay <ajay@vaishlaw.com> •
ajay_rastogi5 <ajay_rastogi5@rediffmail.com> • akp211 <akp211@rediffmail.com> •
aklawer0001 <aklawer0001@gmail.com> • alokadv <alokadv@gmail.com> •
amarmanne <amarmanne@yahoo.co.in> • anandpasari <anandpasari@rediffmail.com> •
anilvakharia <anilvakharia@gmail.com> • anitasumanth <anitasumanth@gmail.com> •
anujbansal <anujbansal@vgco.com> • apurbasahaslg <apurbasahaslg@yahoo.co.in> •
ar_sathe <ar_sathe@yahoo.com> • arungbaheti <arungbaheti@gmail.com> •
arvindadv1 <arvindadv1@yahoo.com> • arvindmisra1306 <arvindmisra1306@gmail.com> •
ashokapathy <ashokapathy@gmail.com> • ashoksa <ashoksa@sify.com> •
ashukla_advocate <ashukla_advocate@rediffmail.com> •
ashvin_acharya <ashvin_acharya@yahoo.com> • ashwinikumamittal <ashwinikumamittal@yahoo.com> •
badhka.parth <badhka.parth@gmail.com> • bajoria <bajoria@hotmail.com> •
balramsangaladvocate <balramsangaladvocate@gmail.com> •
bbpatelandco <bbpatelandco@yahoo.com> • bharatjigrawal <bharatjigrawal@gmail.com> •
bhattco <bhattco@vsnl.net> • bhimaks <bhimaks@yahoo.com> • bl_kheria <bl_kheria@yahoo.com> •
bn_62 <bn_62@rediffmail.com> • bnmo <bnmo@yahoo.co.in> •
bpanda_adv <bpanda_adv@yahoo.co.in> • bprkumar2005 <bprkumar2005@gmail.com> •
bpsinha_adv <bpsinha_adv@gmail.com> • bvsrao <bvsrao@satyam.net.in> • btc <btc@mtnl.net.in> •
chandgg1 <chandgg1@gmail.com> • chirachatterjee <chirachatterjee@yahoo.com> •
chiragnp7 <chiragnp7@gmail.com> • chopraassoc <chopraassoc@gmail.com> •
csgupta <csgupta@gmail.com>

Dear Sir/Madam

You qualify to become a professional Accountant directly by becoming our CPA society member...

We offer "Certified Public Accountant" title & membership for already qualified individuals practicing in the field of accountancy/taxation/finance/management etc.

and Managing Committee members of the National / State Tax Practitioners Association may become our Central/State representatives directly.. without any exam you will be admitted as Fellow Members of the "Institute of Certified Public Accountants"

Please read our invitation attached here with & visit our website to get exiting benefits of our direct membership such as ..

- Membership Certificate entitling Associate/Fellow/CPA Designations
- Awarding of Certification as “CPA”
- Practicing Certificate to practice as member of the institute to sign as Accountant ( No Audit Rights)
- Membership ID Card
• A Handbook on Membership
• Professional Practice Guides/Resources etc.

please visit www.icpaindia.org for more information...

hope to see you as a CPA member of our society...

Thanks & Regards,

Mohasin Tahasildar, (AFA/MIPA,CPA(UK),FCPA)
President
The Institute of Certified Public Accountants

Registered office:
4582 A, Sangli Ves, Guruwar Peth, Miraj Dist Sangli -416410-Maharashtra –India
Society Registration No: MAH/252/2015 (Maharashtra-India)

IMPORTANT NOTICE
This communication and any attachments, and the information contained in these, are to be considered as confidential and may also be privileged.
It is for the exclusive and authorised use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s) please note that any form of distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in it is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful (i.e. if the explicit prior permission of the sender has not been given).
The ICPA does not supply legal, investment, professional, or career advice. If you consult the Institute, whether by email, Telephone or in writing, the information and comments if any made by our staff are given in good faith and for the purpose of general guidance only. The ICPA will take all reasonable care in dealing with individual queries but can only respond on the basis of the information provided to it. No responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted for any error, omission or mis-statement (whether or not arising out of negligence) or for any loss or damage sustained as a result of reliance on information supplied or comments made. Accordingly, any primary sources referred to by staff should always be carefully checked before any action is taken. Mention of any organisation or product by our staff or in our publications does not convey or imply any endorsement, guarantee or warranty of the organisation or product by the ICPA.

http://www.icpaindia.org/
Respected Sirs,

We hereby invite you and your prestigious association to our society of Certified Public Accountants ...

do visit our site... www.icaindia.org , also request you to please read attached invitation from president.

We believe we have common objectives and goals of strengthening tax practitioners ...

Hope to see you and your organization become our society members..

Thanks & Regards

Secretary,

The Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Dear Sir,

Thanks for appreciating our efforts. we need support from your end.please enroll in our society as CPA members. we have huge task of Skill up gradation of all the tax practitioners in India

Attaching here with all the details of our society ( including syllabus , our affiliation proposal to honorable Prime Minister and Finance Ministers & MSME Ministry along with skill development authorities. we will be floating our vocational institute soon.

But we need at-least 5000 members enrolled on our roll and Tamilnadu must contribute atleast 500 members...so please support us. promote our institute..

Awaiting your reply

Kind regards,

Mohasin Tahasildar
President
The Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Registered office:
4582 A, Sangli Ves, Guruwar Peth, Miraj Dist Sangli -416410-Maharashtra –India
Society Registration No: MAH/252/2015 (Maharashtra-India)

Tel: +918213912283 Fax: +918213912283

Email : secretary@icpaindia.org

IMPORTANT NOTICE

This communication and any attachments, and the information contained in these, are to be considered as confidential and may also be privileged.
It is for the exclusive and authorised use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s) please note that any form of distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in it is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful (i.e. if the explicit prior permission of the sender has not been given).
The ICPA does not supply legal, investment, professional, or career advice. If you consult the Institute, whether by email, Telephone
or in writing, the information and comments if any made by our staff are given in good faith and for the purpose of general guidance only. The ICPA will take all reasonable care in dealing with individual queries but can only respond on the basis of the information provided to it. No responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted for any error, omission or mis-statement (whether or not arising out of negligence) or for any loss or damage sustained as a result of reliance on information supplied or comments made. Accordingly, any primary sources referred to by staff should always be carefully checked before any action is taken. Mention of any organisation or product by our staff or in our publications does not convey or imply any endorsement, guarantee or warranty of the organisation or product by the ICPA.
Respected Sirs,

We hereby invite you and your prestigious association to our society of Certified Public Accountants ...

do visit our site... www.icpaindia.org, also request you to please read attached invitation from president.

We believe we have common objectives and goals of strengthening tax practitioners ...

Hope to see you and your organization become our society members..

Thanks & Regards
Secretary,

The Institute of Certified Public Accountants